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Well, I’m hitting the road this week. Driving somewhere doesn’t
necessarily mean my usual jumble of thoughts and useless bowl of “mel-
isms” have left the building. Oh no, I’m full of, um, it. Here we go. A mixed
bag (or, more creatively, Dim Sum of the soul):

→Halloween arrives at the end of this week. Yes, that venerable old
holiday in which children show up at the door and beg for food. Weirdly
dressed children, I might add. Last night I attended a hockey game in
which the weirdly dressed little ones were accompanied by their even
more strangely attired parents and paraded onto the ice between periods.
Ah, how nice it is to spend time and serious money dressing up the kids

and letting strangers throw beer and nachos at them. A little girl dressed as Dorothy from the Wizard
of Oz won the judging (the drunks were asked to yell loudest for the kid they approved of). God bless
America. The only place on earth where to honor a holiday that celebrates the dead, we sugar up
little kids and color ice rinks orange (to parade the sugared up, rubber suited children before
screaming, fat drunks).

→The Detroit Lions enjoyed their bye-week and took this Sunday off. If they win next week, their
second win this year, I’m going to suggest to the league to give them a bye-year. I can stand a year
without Lions football if they come back and win two or three games. Oh, well. It’s not their fault.
There are tons of reasons why the Lions lose game after game, season after season. Here are just
a few: the ground is too bright and they can’t see. Alex Karras retired. Brett Favre texted each
player. Latent puberty. Rich Rodriguez is giving the coaching staff tips. They can do a lot with a year
off. Maybe find a cloning program, or…nah.

→The San Fransisco baseball giants are on their way to the World Series, guided in part by the
pitching of ace Tim Lincecum. I’m not into making fun of people, but he seems to have a Samson
thing going. I predict that he get traded to the Yankees and have to cut his shaggy mane of hair.
Strength depleted, Lincecum will start walking every batter and eventually end up with the Kansas
City Royals.

Well, that’s about all I know. The most entertaining thing this week has been the Geico Woodchucks,
which I’ll leave you with.
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